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Within the program "Gossip Girl" there are 16 characters, the main one It is impossible to separate this girl
from her clothes, or from her surrounding-everything in this painting connects with every other aspect of it
and helps us weave a new narrative that we may attach to her. You can see the use of this technique in this
painting. We start a new tale every time we look at her and think about what she is trying to communicate,
forgetting that it is not her we are looking at but ourselves, for our interpretations and thoughts are a result of
our experiences. She is wearing the colours of nature, suggesting a down-to-earthiness of her personality. But
perhaps her look of disappointment is actually a look of worry, in which case she actually cares to help us, to
make us see ourselves and in that fix ourselves, or repent. Mauritshuis, The Royal Picture Gallery. These,
along with the yellow hues complement one another and go along with the flesh tone of the face. Hire Writer
The picture was later used as a base for the historical novel written by Tracy Chevalier. The dismembering of
art works into colours, dimensions, texture and techniques rationalises the process and takes away the
immediate emotional and aesthetic affects of the painting. Griet is so blinded by her infatuation with Vermeer
that she becomes his servant not on just a domestic, but an emotional level as well. The novel and painting are
insync. The highlighting of the earring and the light illuminating the girls face is one of the strengths of this
painting. He might be playing with our minds and challenging us to question reality versus actuality i. The
turban was also restating the effect of other territories on European culture. While previous European art had
largely been dominated by religious scenes, the art of the Dutch Golden Age showed a newly expanded range
of subjects, including various categories of landscapes, still lifes, and scenes of domestic interiors. This
naturalistic style creates a realistic view. At first sight, their role is meaningless and useless. None of these
ideas have been researched, so if they happen to coincide with a famous critic's, or even disagree with a
famous critic, it bears no affect on the effect this painting had on me, the spectator. Folds and shadows on her
garment give heaviness and texture to the fabric. This fact explains the extraordinary naturalness of his
pictures. Nevertheless, it is important to analyse and critique a painting to logical forms-sometimes it is one of
the most valuable ways of experiencing the painting at all. Furthermore, Griet's artistic ability is fostered by
Vermeer as he teaches her to grind paints and build up "false colours" to. The Analysis of Girl with a Pearl
Earring This painting is of a young lady, or a younger girl, with her head turned towards the spectator and the
painter, who is both. They usually show only a painted head or bust unlike the relatively frequent full-length
portrait and would allow for many more liberties to be taken. The theme of the programme and the main
characters will be discussed. Where is this light that is hitting her face coming from, and why is it not shining
anything in the background? Though, they had a great influence on safekeeping and continuance the moral
principles and customs. Pablo Picasso was a Spanish Painter who was born in the nineteenth Century. Again,
it is difficult to miss the sorrowful emotion in her face, and the intense gaze that keeps getting stronger the
more we look at her. In the reflection of her eyes, and in her pearl earring, you can see that there is an angle to
the light that illuminates her face, and it is not from straight ahead but a little to the left. It was commonly
appreciated in Christianity that women should stay at home and bring up their children. They can be unusual
and not ordinary, and it is completely normal. It is imbedded deep within human culture and has been around
since nearly the beginning of humankind. Tracy Chevalier is unusual at having taken a painting, a Girl with a
Pearl Earring by Johannes Vermeer and assembled her story around it. Vermeer was working at the era of
Baroque. Teaching her that there is "little pure white in clouds", Griet realises that the world is not always as it
seems.


